In this paper we study tlw uses and the se mantics of non-monotonic negation in prob abilistic deductive databases. 
2) A pf-clause is a gp-clause without negated anno tated basic formulas, i.e. m = 0 [17] .
is a finite set of gp-dauses.
2) A pf-program is a finite set. of pf-clauses [ 17] . 0 these probabilities must lie. In [8] Fagin and Halpem also propose using an interval to represPut the degn'e of belief for a nonmeasurable event..
Uses of Gp-programs
In the following we show a few exampks to demon strate the expri'ssive power of gp-danses. More exal!l ples on default reasoning are included in Section G. 
The last clause says t .ha (. a dog is certainly abnormal if it definitely cannot hark. As we shall see la.ter on (cf. Example (i), we can deduc<> from these clauses the fact t.hat Fido call hark, bnt. Benjy cannot..
0
In [ l fi] we also show how our framework can support mutual exclusion. See [18] for more details. 1n (17] we propose a fixpoint theory for pf-programs-negation frc'<' gp-programs. Our objective here is to investigate how to ext.<'JHI this th0ory to handle negation. To do so, we adopt the stable semantiral approach (12] for classical logic programming. But before we describe t.llf' stable semantics for gp-programs, we review the fixpoint theory we developed for pf-programs. In the context of probabilistic deduction, we a. ssume that the "real" world is definite, i.e. there are some propositions that are true, and some that are false. However, we are nnc<>rtain which of the various "pos sible worlds" is the right one. Thus, we use a. world probability density function to define probability den sities on the set of all possible worlds. In other words, a world probability density function assigns a proba bility (i.e. a non-negative number) to each world such that the sum of a. ll probabilities adds up to I. Our notions of worlds and world probability density func tions are similar in essence to the "possible worlds" approach suggested by Nilsson (HJ]. While Nilsson's enumeration of the possible worlds is based on the given set of sentences, ours is hRs<>el on the Herbrancl interpretations of L.
In the study of the semantics of pf-programs, our aim is to use the probability ranges described in a pf-program to find the probabilistic truth values (i.e. point proba bilities) of basic formulas. In particular, we use the probability ranges to find world probability density functions that obey those ranges. While the process will be fonualized shortly, the following notion of a formula function is crucial for the process. The empty interval, denoted by 0, is a member of C(O, 1], because it may be represented as (cJ, c2] where c2 < C[. Intuitively, a formula function assigns a prob ability range to each ground basic formula. Then given a formula function, we can find world probability den sity functions that obey the ranges assign ed by the formula function. This is achieved by setting up a. set of linear constraints, as described in the following def inition. Thus, given a world probability density function W P, we can compute the probabilistic truth value of any basic formula F with respect to W P by adding up the probabilities of all the possible worlds in which F' is true in t . he classical 2-va. lued sense. Hence, it is the set L:C(h) of linear constraints that enables us to find probabilistic tr u th values that satisfy the ranges as signed hy the formula function h. Now we are in a. po sition to define a fixpoint operator Tp for pf-programs P. ll ereafter we use t. he notation FF to denote the set of all formula functions, and min q (El,p) and maxq ( FJ:cp) to denote the minimization and maxi mization of the expression Exp subject . to the set of constraints Q. a . s false, these range assignments are not consistent. In genera.!, "local" assignments of probability ranges to formulas may not be "globally" consistent. Hence, the linear program L:C(Sp(h)) is set up to ensure that all assignments are consistent. Then Tp assigns to each formula a probability range that satisfies every con straint in the linear program.
Given two formula functions h1 and h2, we say that h1:::; h2 iff\fF E bf(BL), h1(F) 2 h2(F'). 
Stability of Formula Functions
In the presence of negation, the fixpoint operator as sociated with a pf-program (cf. Definition 9) must lw extended to handle 1wgation. \Ve use 7�, to denote the fixpoint operator associated with a gp-program P. 
It is easy to check that the formula function h that assigns [0. 
Stable Classes of Formula Functions
In [2] Baral and Subrahmanian propose a st. 'able and <'Xt<·nsion daoo theory for logic programs <llhl d<'fault.
logics.
Here we adopt an analogous approach in proposing a stahk dass of formula fund.ions defined as follows.
Definition 13 Let P \w a gp-program, and .SF lw a finite sd of formula fuuctions. Then: SF is a slabh class of formula functions with respect to P iff SF = { lfpCFrr! P, h,1) ih;ES' F). D lntuitivdy, a formula f unction h, in a stable class is the same as the least fixpoi nt. of an operator associated with tlw ff-t.ransform of P based on some nwmher hj i n t.lwst.ahleclass, i.e. h ; = l.fp('ff . III',I:, J ). In general, every nwtnlwr in t.he class is rdal<'d in the samt' way with some other member in the class. See [2] for more details on stable class theory. In short, a stable class of formula functions with respect to a gp-program repre sents a set of "reasonable" guesses on the probability ranges assigned by the program to basic formulas. It is easy to check that h1 = l f p(TJJ(P,h, J ) and h2 = l f p (1j j(P,h.))· 0
Lemma 1 A formula function h is a stable formula function with respect to gp-program P iff the singleton set {h} is a stable class with respect toP. 0
The aim of the remainder of this section is to prove that every gp-program has a non-empty stable class of formula functions (cf. Theorem 2).
Definition 14 Let P be a gp-program and h be a formula functiou. Define the operator S:F p : :F:
Lemma 2 The operator S:F p is anti-monotonic, i.e. h1 ::; h2 implies S:F p(h2)::; S:F p(hl ). 0
The following theorem is now an immediate conse quence of the above lemma and a theorem by Yablo [25] [26] which are well-kuown to he JIOil-probabi\istic. The following example CHI in teracting default rules has been discussed extensively, hut see [11, 20] for a. probabilistic treatme11t on the subject. Again it is easy to show that h is the unique stable formula. function with respect to the program.
0
Thus far, we have shown several examples on how to handle default reasoning in our framework. But our framework is not as expressive as the probabilistic frameworks proposed by Bacchus[! J and Buntine [4] . For instance, given the above example, their frame works can c:onducle that "birds typically are not pen guins." Such a conclusion is not deducible in our framework, and in ongoing research we are study i ng how to extend our theory to handle such cases. How ever, aB the framework of Bacchus extends full first order logic, it is unclear to us how his framework can be used as a basis for logic programming and deduc tive databases. Similar comments apply to Buntine's proposal.
There have also been many proposals on multivalued logic programming. These include the works by Blair and Subrahmanian [3] [24] . However, they do not. support non-monotonic modes of negation. On the other hand, the integration of logic and probability theory has been the subject of numerous studies [1, 5, 7, 8, 15, 22, 19] . While [HJ, 17] prov ides more details on these works, it suffices to point out here that these works have con cerns quite different from ours, and that . it . is unclear how ( . o use these formalisms to support probabilistic logic programs and deduct.ive databas<es.
Conclusions
In this paper we study tlw semantics and the uses of probabilistic logic programs with non-monotonic: nega tion (i.e. In ongoing research, we are studying how to sup port empirical probabilities in our framework. VVe arc also interested in designing a proof procedure for gp programs. In particular, we are investigating whether it suffices to augment the proof procedure we devel oped for positive probabilistic logic programs with some kind of negation as failure rule.
